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ABSTRACT

The parton picture of multiple hA and AA scattering at high

energies is developed. It is shown that it leads to the standard Glauber

amplitude provided the number of partons in a hadron is distributed according

to Poisson's law- Within this picture collisions of more than a pair of

nucleons are considered. For AA scattering a two-dimensional effective

quantum field theory is constructed which allows to conveniently calculate

contributions to the amplitude with a given number of loops. The AGK rules

for AA scattering are established. Inclusive cross-sections for particle

production in hA and AA collisions are studied both in the non-cumulative

and cumulative kinematical regions.
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$t Iatr»duoti«n

Buoh attention has lately b e n given to Interaction!

with nuclei at high energies? prompted by expectations to

observe ths quark-gltton plasma. Theoretical analysis of too

scattering off nuclei Involves the study «f multiple scatter-

ings of the projectile with nuclear constituent* at the

first step and sf elementary Interactions of the constituents

between themselves at the second*? This latter stage belongs

to the realm of the standard hadron physics ? It is tho

specific nuclear side of the problem related to multiple

scattering will be the subject of thlo paper;'

The standard picture of multiple scattering off

nuclei is based oa the Glauber model ^ ' ^i In this

model the fast incoming hadron successively otrikes •everal

nucleons on its way through tho nuclear target. It is then

a iimplo matter to express the LA elastic amplitude

via 4 A amplitudes at small momentum transfer and the

nuclear transverse density (profile function)? However it was

later reali« ed that this simple picture has little to do

with what actually occurs during a collie ion off a nueleue

at energies in the multi-Oev region. The reaaon is that a

hadron needs some time after a collision to become onse

again capable of new interactions - the eo called formation

tine, which grows linearly with the momentum of the hadron

' * Once the distance corresponding to this formation

time grows greater than the dimension of the nucleus, repeat-

ed interactions within the nucleus become Impossible and the

Glauber picture becomes wrongs" In ipite of this theoretical
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argument experimental observations shew that the Glauber for-

mula somehow remains approximately valid up to greatest ener-

gies achieved so far.

There exist several explanations of this phenomenon

in literature.' One of the nest C M D O B is that the approxi-

mate validity of the Glauber model is a consequence of can-

cellations of all contributions coning frm outs in th« oem-

pler cumulative transferred momenta squared, with only pole
/ 4 5 /

contributions remaining as a result ' '. Clearly this

is not an explanation at all but rather a statement of the

validity of the Glauber model made in another language. The

mentioned cancellations appear quite casual, A different ex-

planation is based on the Regge model. It is assumed that

multi-Regge vertices of a hadron factorise T '. Then for

•A /] scattering one obtains Slauber-llke formulas. The

difficulty with this picture are related to its asymptotio

character at high energies. For finite energies problems

arise such as a pattern of energy division between various

interactions* In this paper we advocate still another picture

of -/ /} and /I/I interactions at high energies based

on the well-known part on model. As usual we assume that the

fast incoming particle breaks up into partons long before in-

teractions. Each parton then only once interacts with a mi

clean of the target nucleus and muoh later joins with other

partona to form the final hadrem? 3uoh a picture correctly

describes the space-time development of the process and natu-

rally realise* the concept of the formation time? We shall

show that this picture leads to the usual Glauber formulas

provided the number of partons in the hadron is distributed

according to PoieSOn's law.

Within the parten picture of w-A interactions
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wo them consider parton interactions with more than one nu-

oleons at a tine;' Such interactions may occur if the nu-

cieons are close to one another and form what is sometimes

called nuclear correlations ' ' i She inclusion of nulti-

nuoleon interactions makes it possible to consider effects

which essentially involve the bound character of nnoleona in

the nucleus such as cumulative particle production and nu-

clear structure functions at se >•/ »

The generalisation of this formalism to 4 A scattering

is considered lm §5 4,5? Although ideologically this is

rather straightforward, some technical difficulties arise which

have long been known to exist in the Glauber theory of A A

interaction? To overcome these we introduce a formalism of

an effective local 2-dlmensienal quantum field theory. It

leads to a natural expansion of the amplitude in the number

of loops and allows to analyze the bulk of the interaction,

the tree part, analytically; lete that the first idea to

apply an effective quantum field theory (nonlocal, 3-dimon-

sionai) to analyze A 4 Interactions appeared In / 8 / .

However the method used there incorrectly takes into account

disconnected parts and may have some r elevens e to //A scat-

tering for constant profile functions and central collisions

only.

We finally study particle production. To this end the

AGK-rules are established for ft A scattering and roultinualeen

interaotiems? On their basis one-particle inolusive cress-sec-

tions are discussed Including the production of particles in

the cumulative klnematioal region.

52. 4i,A interactions end the parton model

W* consider the process; shown in Fig. It the Incoming

hadron breaks up into partons which then once each interaot



with nucleens of the target. Interaction* are shewn with

wavy l ines, which correspond to partoa-nucleen amplitude* oC i

Spectator partons and nucleons are not shown. The awber of

active particle* is >l- , the total number of partens, spec-

tator included, i s N . I n the lab. system where p *(MA 0 )

one can Integrate over zero Groupment* of relative momenta of

the nucleons in the target to separate out -the %, -fold nu-

clear fora-factor ' *

corresponding to Pig.t

clear fora-factor ' *\ One then obtains for the amplitude

Here hhJ, is the nuclear part, which in the approximation

where the multinuoleea nuclear density factor!ses has the

usual form

(2)

being the profile functionT

and Z1 being the one-nucleon nuclear density normalised to

unity. M-ftU is the high energy part of the amplitude which

rLnoludea vertices for the transition of the hadron into //

partons and vice versa, propagation of the partons and inter-

action of ft of them with nucleons. For simplicity let us

consider all partons to be ef the same sort.' It is conve-

nient to write the expression for (%,/*/ in the ordinary space

In the antilab. system O )• using light-oone vari-

'• • •' - - 1

Here

- n *• i

fb'+)*(ft., ~ ff'L ) = A

and the derivative* are taken ia 5y_ ( i »-/r.,?L K h

sume that the parten-nucleen amplitudes are proportional te

their eatergr sqaared» (*>;/$

the momentum of the i-th parton (in*oning hadron}*

But for spectators, the vertices "X, together with

propagators would give the parton ware function* of the

hadron In the: hyporplan* -^If- = 0 t

f » o
is the parton field, C moans the connected part. For

?L wo oam use tho identity

3 %A
(6)

A/

to Insert into the integrand ef (41 a» extra propagator and

a derivative for ea«h spectator parton^ Hote that In (4)

the values of ^ > C ^,t, ) are positive (negative), whloh

may be seem by transforming (4) to the lab. system;' We thos

obtain

The normalisation condition for the parton wave funo-

t ion reads S T ^ / •* where ^ is the probability to find

exactly V partons in the hadrem:

the comparison of (7) and (8) gives '

The total -M 4 amplitude for a given number of aotive

particle* is obtained from (9) after summation over all A
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For its high-energy part

\

we get

A '
A-

For /Z. =t we hare //; = -X <A> where <^ > = 2 A <)K .' Them

from (1) and (TO) w* conclude that o/</l^> la the /A scat-

tering amplitude # ; Rewriting (10) 1B ten* of 8=-Q/£S

we obtain

with

A =,

(II)

(12)

The GlaubeT formula would fellow if SJ\ =»V. One a a* easily

cheek that thia condition is satisfied if the number of

partene is distributed according to F O 1 » O B % • law

53- Multimicleon interactims

The ebaerratic* of ouaulatiTe partiole producti«m 1B-

equi-rocallj show* that the ainple Glauber exprooDioa (11) cam-

not be the whole truth;' Sixniltoneoua imteraotioma with nor*

than ame nusleon at a tine haTe alao to take place? A

typical diagram corresponding to such a prooess ia shown is.

Fig.2.' Inapeotloa of Fig.2 aalces it erldemt that nuitinucieon

interactions do not practically Qhajige the hlgh-enorgy

part W; (11). Some of the amplitudes H hare OBJJ to

be replaced by Ctk where k it the number of nucleono

at rest with which the imaenlag hadron iBteraot* simultaneous-

ly^ Let ?lk be the nmnber of partenie interactions with

k nuelevns at a tine; = ?L i Thea for

In the nuclear part the nucleons interacting simultane-

ously prore naturally to occupy the saae point in the nu -

so that for a slnultaneoiu interaction of k. nucleons

the profile function will be siren by

(15)

Tkem for a giren pattern of partcmlc interactions ch

ized by a set j f1k jf the nuelear factor will be

(16)

Here ^i « J Z ^ ^ is the total number of act IT© nucleons.

TO obtain the- total i A amplitude we hare to multiply (16)

by (14) and sum erer all possible sets W'u i , We

the sum

^ '

wn«re only integer powers of S, are assumed to be retain-

ed on the right-hand elds. With this assumption we finally

get the elastic 44 amplitude , ,

(18)

Por large 4 ~> ^ the aayuptoties earn be obtained directly

(1T)if Approximating A '/(A - Jk^M.)i = ~T A*"* we get

If wft neglect a l l contributions from k > \ we return to

the standard Qlauber foznula.

One should keep In Bind that Inclusion of muitinucieon

interactions requires a change In the normalisation of

the nucleen density /-- , Indeed In the sane approach the

baryonio number form-factor of the nucleus i s

where -;fk ie the baryonle vertex of k nuolecms at the

same point at aero nenentum transfer,
-7-
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get the normalisation condition

is the total probability for /v nucleens to be at the

sane polatv Is the high-energy ltnit we expect the ajspli-

tudes .'?A to be proportional to /- (i.e." to their center-

of-mass energy squared). If they are alse proportional to j/^

(i.e. the baryenic charge of the target) then oemparison of

(19) and (21"> shows that for constant {) the ^ / ampli-

tude does not Changs when multinucleen interactions are i»-

cluded; in this manner the thewy knows that multinuoleen.

interactions are nothing but the limiting case ef ordinary

interactione when positions ef aone nucleens ceinoide. Se for

total cresB-eeotiens multinucleea interactions nay giro n«»-

triTial c»ntributl«ts o»ly if they differ substamcially fre»

what we expeet by the continuatien »f the ordinary pair !•»

teraetiea int« the regies of coinciding, coordinate*. For par-

ticle production hewerer amltinucleon interaction lead to com-

pletely new phenomena. Thie point will be commented further

in 56.

§4« J -1 amplitude and the formalins of an effeotire

quantum field theory,

The interaction of two nuclei, A ' C.pr*jeetile) amd

••' CtargetT, possesses a much more conplicated geoaotry*

Also miltinuoleon interactions in thia process aquire some

novel features aboent in i A collisions.1 Ibis latter

point will be treated later in 55. Here we shall elaborate

on the structure of the 44 amplitude with only pair

/\'/v interaction taken into account.

-9-

The nuclear part of the ampxitww s w » ŵ ,,,..,.-.

in the same manner as for the amplitude en Inte-

grating ever « r e components of relative momenta of nnolooni

in the target in tae lab. system t pA »0> «nd tn the pro-

jectile in tao amtllab. system <yD/ -O). We then obtain the

<U.- -fold form-faete* of t»e target and the -U ' -fold form-

factor of the prejoetile depending correspondingly en the

transferred momenta in the lab;' and antllab. systems. Here

•?i ( -)i' ) is the number of active naeleeu In the tar-

get (projectile).' the rest of the amplitude is the high-

energy part W i Diagraasaatieally it is a sot of all

graphs for Lhe intoraotlon of ^L nueleono of the target

with 'T?/ nueloens of the projectile? Thee* graph* nay cen-

tals soToral dlaeonneeted parts. Bash eonaeotod part does not

depend on transferred transverse momenta. Integrations orer

those fix the transverse distanee between the interacting

sucleons equal to the Impact parameter c .' As a result

the nuclear part corresponding to a given connected graph

for the intoraotlon of ?? nueloens of the target with tl

nueleono of the projectile consists of the faotor

Typical conneoted parts for W are shown in Pig.3

They include tree graphs (Pig; 3a) as well as graphs with

loops (?lg.3bT. In the part on model each Tertex is tmdor-

atood as shown In Pig.4. It is conrenient to analyse ^

in th e center-of-mass system; In this system the remaining

integrations orer transferred longitudinal momenta may be

suitably expressed In terms of light-oono momenta °^i± trans-

ferred in partonie intoraotions. It is easy to see that the

partonio part of the diagram belonging to the projectile de-

pends only em 6_^_ (as only the combination eaters fa' Q_~j-

-10-



-f b. _ fv • where A is a partenic momentum In the projec-

tile and p,;_ >0 ).' Likewise the partomio part belongimg to

the target depends only on Q^f 'I So the two integrals,

In L< t _. and L (+ , factorise and each of them can be re-

presented in the ordinary space in the same font as (*)

for / / scattering for each partioipating nueleon." As a re-

sult for each vertex in Pig. 3 we shall ge* the same ex-

pression as (9). Some care has only to be taken to correct-

ly write the amplitudes ol which here refer to partea-par-

ton interactions and may depend on transferred momenta in

the loops. Upon summation over A and using the definition

fi <J. Kh!y we shall get for each vertex the same factor

^. that entered the 'A A amplitude (11). For the

Poisson distribution ,5" =*1 and we then come to the standard

Glauber formula for the AA elastic amplitude.

As is well-known the Glauber A A amplitude becomes

very complicated for large / and A . It ©an be

substantially simplified In the formalism of an effective 2-

dimensional local quantum field theory.' The graphs shown In

Pig. 3 may be viewed upon as corresponding to a theory of

two quantum fields lJ'(ij) and (f AfJ in a two-dimensional

transverse space f with propagators ? CL ($j.) and vertices

I O'J) ( 7 ' f^J) ) *<« the target (projectile) at fixed

-'-<*! (' -fj ) (not to be confused with the coordinate 'Sj

in the transverse space where act LJ and {/ )v The

exact correspondence is the following. Define the 2-dlmen-

sional Euclidean action ./

o • W •
J o

Then connected diagrams for the vacuum functional

,-f . O

J J
(24)

with Si'1 . 3

reot expression for t*« iategrand of the- Glauber AA am-

plitude comiag from a connected part of the AW Interaction?

As a matter of fact we shall also obtain some extra con-

tributions from diagrams of the type shown in Pig.5, To ex-

clude these one should use the propagator t M -=iti ft +1 <^cj ;"

In practloe vmm can always preserve the simpler propagator
.-1
A- and exlude the extra contribution* directly. With

these reservations the result oaa analytically be written as

follows.' Define the effective action Wl by

(25)

is the volume

la powers of *'/J and

Develop

3' '
in

(26)

where -Q.

double series

* - , * . •

Then the A A amplitude with a given number flL C ̂  / ) of

active nucleons from the target Cprejectlle) in the i-th

connected part 1* obtained as

• T h e expressionwith ll = - i T(xj') and A •= - -i T (*/^
d in I

for the total 44 amplitude LTH follows from (27)

upon summation over all possible yalues of //,' , '//L

and the number of comieeted parts C. , Per small A

and ,4 this can be done in a straightforward manner

writing: the sum term by term." For large A and A this

procedure becomes cumbersome.
To obtain a closed expression for

large A and A

contour Integral

we first represent

d suitable for

<C, , f as a double

(28)

-12-
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summations ever #t- and Mc facterize into

with

projectile. Using the identity

second analagous sum for the

J K£ t( > L (30)

we introduce a faster // (_ '/^j /in. (29) whereupon the suns

over WL can be done explicitly:

>~ ' / ̂  "" ' ' ''/I, C • ̂  - '~ ( '' ~ .r7: '" ~ > ~ (31)

The right-hand side of (31X can be represented as a conteur

integral

.̂r r"''^7^^ r) . r ^ r ̂
:r-^ ̂  - d )(32)

So upon integratiena over i: we get

Integrating over J? and

finally

(33)

and summing over C we get

with 4 =TT(*±) and rf / = r' V (:r^) .

This expression io exaot and valid for any ralues of

,4 and fi , For large A and /? we can use the sta-

tionary point method to find the asymptctico. Considering the

internal integral over t a« a omoeth function of x and T

we find stationary points at <• T = /? and ;T = /) , There-

fore at A, A ' S N / «

with 3 J

m oIb« field thewcx f*nwltm allwra t»

th* bulk ef the comtribxitiem «t large A and ^

spending te tree graphs in am explicit farm.' The

"equatieo ef metiant fer the act iw (23)

* ( 3 6 )

allew for a montrlTial Taeuxu selntita <~fc. , ctc. Indepen-

dent ef 4 . The oenraapendlag classical effective actien

has the fern

with ^, - 41 {Q-O) ;< Subitltutien o* ^ fer ^ into

£34) « (35) glTe« the 44 amplitude withewt l o o p s / 9' 1 0 / ,

Putting further /- ^ we ean

and ,' Tenosrewrite the action (23) In tans ef <r ^

quadratic in •% and ̂  will give the me-l«»p oentribu-

tiem te the effective actien
*

(38>

-h
with y •-% Mo * Y - - ̂ / ^ V Multil»«p contrilmtiena

will be given by vacuum diagrams for the self-interaotien

of -/ and / „* , _K
•+ !

with propagaters

(39)

UO)

We expect that at large and A the main contri-

butian cone* from the classical part Wo ? Galoulatiema

f.r ao£j s2.T18 (which corresponds te the overlap

A ^ 60) shew that /w7/{a . 0.26 $~ AT wtiereregien for A
at

cT (. € ) is the total (elastic) ertes-eestim.



P©r larger this ratio beeoms still smaller.

Prom C36> and (40) one concludes that the effactive

field theory becomes singular at %% =1 tit correspond* to

Ct0 Q »2.718 for identisal nuclei and appear* for A > 6o)V

This peculiarity of the A A amplitude was first mentioned

in I I i It is evident that this singularity never

appears in the amplitude itself , since in (34) wo earn always

integrate over small 'T and T thus avoiding the singular

values sf Q and 4 .' Its meaning can only be fait when

studying the aeyraptetics at Af A >̂ ^ in (35)? Careful

analysis shows that ambiguities associated with the singularity

do not influence the asymptotical behavior of the amplitude

itself? However they show themselves ix the asymptotical be-

havior of th* Glauber phase when the order of t and Z~~

( T ) integrations in (34} is reversed. The correct prescrip-

tion to handle the singularity in this latter case is not

quite clear as yet.

§5. Muitinucieon interactions in An collisions

In /' /f collisions the detailed structure and physical

origin of muitinucieon interactions were irrelevant. All

necessary to Imnow reduced to the amplitudes ^ . In A A

collisions, in contrast, this information is mot sufficient.

The reason is that in an hh collision a possibility arises

for multiple Interactions of a group of several nuoleon* at

the same point in the target or projectile. In the frame-

work of the original Glauber approach this correspond* to

successive collisions of this group of nucleons, all moving

at high velocity, with several nueleons of the target* To

study such a process one has to know in some detail what

is "a group of nucleons at the same point".

It is instructive to begin with the ordinary nuclear

-15-

thewry based on a potential interaction between nucleons.

Even if the potential is a purely pair one, the necessity

to consider In the wave function only small relative momen-

ta of nuoloons when separating tho nuclear form-faotors leads

to the introduction of muitinucieon interaction* for parts

of diagrams with largo relative momenta. This procedure is

illustrated In Pig. 6 whore it is supposed that the two wa-

oleons below interchange a large momentum K. (and correspon-

dingly are at a distance */Q^ Vt Although the interaction

is a pair one, an effective 3-bedy interaction evidently

•merge*, an interaction of the projectile with the two

nucleons simultaneously. To study such contributions one may

split the pair potential into a long range and a short

range parts and treat the short range part contributions

explicitly and perturbstively whereas the long range part is

taken into account by the wave function. Of course the pre-

senoe of true many-body potentials will lead to muitinucieon

interactions a* well? Consider now successive scatterings

of a pair of nucleons shown in Pig. 6 on several nucleona

of the projectile aa shown In Fig. 7.' One easily calculates

that the contribution, of the -fold scattering
, 0>)

Oi)
•1_,

ha*

the "TL dependence o-f the form 0^"' =* (f -t dftj d '" , where

A. is the AM/ forward amplitude and C and <-"/ are

some dimensionful constants. Thus it 1* not a* easy to re-

'1 a* for the scattering of a single nu -late to

t? " (instead 0 '""ycan only be expressed through

iK and d-j and the relation involves a dimeneionful con-

stant ). This argument shows that multiple scattering of a

pair of nucleons may in principle lead to much more com-

plloatod expressions than the Glauber one.

Of course the picture of multinucleo* interactions based

-16-



on a potential model cannot be true. We expect that at

email distances nucleons merge to form a structure made of quarks

with some quantum levels in the spirit of the bag model.

We call ouch a structure a multibaryon. in the simplest pos-

isible approach a multibaryon can. be characterized only by

its baryon number k (a 3 k quark bag). In this picture

a mutinucleon interaction nay be viewed upon as shewn ±a

Pig.8a« It is then trivial to introduce multiple colli*i«a*

of a multlbaryoa (Fig .'8b) as a direct generalisation of the

oase «f a single nucleon studied in the parton picture in

52. If the number of partons in a multibaryon is distributed

aeoordlng to Poisaon' s law (with <C^y depending en K ) we

shall obtain the Glauber relation for the ?L -fold scatter-

ing amplitude of a multibaryon 4c = A- .' The transition

to multinucleon amplitudes will require a dimeneionful con-

stant with a meaning of the probability for the merging

of nucleons into a multibaryon:

•/-/?

( 4 1 )

Prom this we find (-7^ ~ frj< aM^ » w h l « n generalizes the

usual Glauber eilconal relation for multiple scattering. Sote

that this problem may also be considered in the framework of the

Regge theory as a search of an appropriate simplifying fac-

tor izabi l i ty condition for an ^1 Hegge vertex of k

nucleons.

In the multinucleon picture the inclusion of multinu-

cieons interactions becomee quite simple/ Physically it amount*

to the assumption that nuclei consist not only of single

nucleons but also of multlbaryons of various k. with proba-

bilities determined by pK ;' All formulas obtained «o far

for single nucleono remain valid al«o for multibaryon». Omit-

ting intermediate steps we write here only the final result

-17-

for th« A A ««plitude la tali- piet«r»?

tudw fikl? f»» .oattertag .f

tk«

number* * « d ( VI A. a n a l */x£/u
Qenersllse the quantum field thetry (23) by ttJctag fields

and

with

Ca P»ir for each aultibaryoa) and a Lagraagian

(e ̂

y Them Eq« (34) aad (35) remala

valid if we eubotitute

£K =-iA\kji
projectile.

* -i (if) Rk TK

(35) aad

» (34) and

f«r the

5&. The AGE role* and inclusive creu sections

t*T phyalcal application* eae hat t» study absorptive

part* of /< 4 and 44 forward amplitudes. The classlflcatlen

m£ contribution* t* the absorptive part* coining fron differ-

ent intermediate physical state* ia achlered by the well-

known ASK rules first established for •«£. scattering in the

multi-Regge approach ' u 'and later proved for /i A scat-

tering in its nonrelativistic versiem ' ' amd in a more

general context in ' 13 '. Here we generalize the AGK

rules for An scatteriag and also t* include multinuoletn in-

teractions'.

Tbe validity of the AGK rules is In fact practically

independent of the process under consideration and rests on

the following very general property of the amplitude Jh for

some- oellisloai Involving composite particle*. Let ijt be a

real functional of elementary amplitudes <-X (which may be

of different type* generally but, for simplicity, we shall

assume then identical), that ia

Then the AGK rules are valid for :Ji

-18-

In the same fora a*



found in ' ' i' Jox our purpose we see that (43) is obeyed

by J, 4 and 4 A amplitudes with raultimicleon inter-

actions taken into account (Eqs (18) and (271). Therefore the

AGK rules hold for them;'

The proof of the ACK rules fron (43) is very simple.

Let FjL be the n-th term In the power expansion of/"i» t&. t

F~ =4 f'& V^" • 1^* coefficients d. are real according

to (43). Let also 'J) = U Tut •fr be the absorptive part of

L-/ and O)fL Its term corresponding to f~/t x >̂, -

- JKcF/L ' Evidently \t =-^j /f-Zfi^'-t C o ) V Tha AGK

rulea are based on the Identity

3X

.) = (d*-&

with d s -• t = dL;/fl being the abaorptire part of the

elementary amplitude. Eq. (44) is trivially satisfied as cl-f-h-

=0. The contribution on the right-hand aide of (44) propor-

tionai to ct is naturally Interpreted as coming from K phy-

aical intermediate states in rt- aad la taken to corresp«nd

to L -fold scattering. Contributions containing b describe

diffraotive corrections to the physical scattering. The first

two terms im (44) c«rresp«»d to nondiffractire processes

(with one ei at least), the last two terms describe dif-

fractive processes;- The decomposition (44) directly fellows

the Cutkosky rules in a relativisti© the»ryv In the noarela-

tiviotic theory however this Is not so : terms ooataiaisg

A ^ with A > / refer to absorptive parts of non-Glauber

contributions .

Prom (44) we find, the total absorptive part ~D as a

sum of a nondif tractive J^,j^ and a diffractiTe -Ufjl terms.

The nondiftractive part is evidently

Note als* that if d is somehew split into two parts d

~ ̂ 1 ̂ $2. "th*m * n e absorptive part

at least according to (45) is given by

containing tne J.

Peer instance, chsosimg for -/-» the Inelastic contribution to

i-t- we get the absorptive part for new particle production»

(47)

Bqs 045) ,(47) are well-knowa for the 4 A Olauber acatterlag'/

As oaa. be seem their validity is much more general amd In-

dependent of the model,

For inclusive cross-sections one has to substitute in 7)

tor seme of the absorptive parts d. quantities d' corres-

ponding to the production of TL particles; Allowing for

any number mi such substitutions we shall have for T)

This relation evidently generalizes (45).' In reality one is

interested only in the part of T) corresponding to the

product!** »f a given number of observed particle*. Such con-

tribution Is obtained from (48) by expanding F in p«wers

mt ct and keeping only terms with the fixed total num-

ber of produced particles. For example for one-particle in-

clusive cross sections omly terms linear in at * sheud be

tak«nif As cam be seen from (48) all contributions to par-

ticle production do not depend neither on d. nor «n ^ fc

TMs is the fameus AQK cancellation of all extra Interae-

tioas in inclusive cr»se-.sectioTis ^ n /^

A few wwrds about one-particle inclusive produotito

in vA and A A collisions.* The produced particles m a y

originate either from the interaction of active partens or

from spectators. In the latter case they have small veloci-

-20-
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tieo in the lab. or antilab. systems. The AGK rules do not

apply to ouch spectator particles. Their spectra crucially

depend an parton distributions in hadrons and on nucleon

distributions in nuclei and will not toe discussed here. W«

shall comment only about particle* produced in elementary In-

teractions which obey the AGK rules? Klnematioally they ap-

pear either in the central regie* or I K the region of

nuclear fragment at ion but with velocities much higher than the

typical nuclear ones. To the latter case belong the men-

tioned cumulative particles."

In these kinematical regions according to the AGK

rules the one-particle inclusive cross-section is given by the

impulse approximation diagram shown in Fig,9. The cross -sec-

tion, can be split into contributions J. • ̂  coming from a

collision of ?- nucleons at the same point in the projec-

tile with /:' nucleons at the same point in the target. If
(.1) , (;) /

the corresponding elementary cross-section is 0 • = a • /$ •g

with a. being the absorptive part of the elementary

mplitude in Pig , 9 , we obtain
f- i -k

'
(49)

iHere ^i i and Oi'^_ are defined in (22). The cross-sections

'§~;t< are unknown for •*> k ~7 1. However they can be found

from experimental data on the cumulative particle production.'

Indeed, the kinematical region where "0 • ^ <^ isenlarging with

1 and ir and in the cumulative region , where '6̂  .=-

=0, the particle production is completely due to ^iu with

^ , k > /. If we further assume that in a given cumula-

tive region the cross-section is determined by the '5}i<. with

-21-
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minimal allowed values of 1 and X , then the experlmon-

tal data provide dirsot information on Ptfc with i }k > f ?

let* that the depeadeaca iif X « « and n is coaplote-

ly described by W ; and ^ in (*?)?

57.Conclusion

We presented hero a formalism which allows to

generalize the usual CELauber multipl* scattering approach to pro-

cesses involving interactions of more than two nueleono at

the same point;' Some argument Has also been given to jus-

tify the approximate validity of the Olauber formula at high

energies whoa swscessivo collisions of the incoming hadroa in

th» nuclear targot become impossible? It rests on the as-

sumption that multiple collisions at high energies are In

fact parallel collisions of hadroa constituents* partons, and

requires that the number of parton* be distributed accord-

ing to the Folssom lawv

The A0K rules proved for the A A scattering with

multlnucleon interaction* allow to study inclusive production

of fast secondaries. Of conns* the presented formalism tracts

only the nuclear side of the problem, essentially the geo-

metrical features of the process.' The dynamical part remains

hidden in the amplitudes for constituent interactions and

should either be studied by methods appropriate te hadron

dynamics or treated phenomenologically;"
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